
English 700: Introduction to Composition Studies

Fall 2013
Section: 1
Course Meets: M/W 4:10-6:55
Location: Humanities 200
Course Web Site: ilearn.sfsu.edu

Instructor: Kory Lawson Ching
E-Mail: klching@sfsu.edu

Office: Humanities 538
Office Hours: M/W 2-4
(and by appointment) 

Mailbox: Humanities 125

:: Course Description
The purpose of  this course is to introduce you to the scholarly field known as “composition studies.” Yes, 
there is such a thing. Although often primarily concerned with the teaching of  writing in school contexts, 
composition studies (or, as it is sometimes called, “writing studies”) is more generally concerned with 
written discourse as a phenomenon. By the end of  this course, you will not know everything there is to 
know about the field, but you will have a broad understanding of  the theoretical frameworks and 
pedagogical approaches that have come to occupy scholars and teachers over the past few decades.

Why bother? Most of  you are here, probably, because you want to become writing teachers. For much of  
the twentieth century, composition teachers got by on what Stephen North has called “lore,” or techniques  
and practices for teaching writing that was handed down from instructor to instructor. Many of  these 
techniques worked, in that they seemed to improve student writing in some way, but such lore will always 
be too idiosyncratic to be systematic. Then, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, scholars began to theorize 
the teaching of  writing in ways that we will explore in this course. Our aim, then, is to explore the various 
theories and approaches that enable much more informed and systematic teaching of  writing. 

But figuring out “what works” is only half  the battle. In addition to preparing you to become a writing 
teacher, this course’s aim is to prepare you to become a scholar in the field of  composition studies. There 
is a complex relationship between being a teacher and being a scholar, but the main purpose of  doing 
both is so that you can become reflective practitioners—teachers who not only know what to do, but why 
they are doing it, and have the flexibility to adjust their teaching as the situation calls for it. By listening in 
on scholarly conversations in the field, and by joining those conversations, you will prepare yourself  to 
make informed pedagogical choices in your own future teaching. 

:: Required Course Texts
Clark, Irene L. (2012). Concepts in Composition: Theory and Practice in the Teaching of  Writing (2nd ed.). 

New York: Routledge.

Wardle, Elizabeth, & Downs, Doug. (2011). Writing about Writing. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s.

Electronic Course Readings (made available on-line as PDFs)

:: Writings and Assignments
Weekly Reading Annotations: Each week, please select two of  that week’s scheduled readings to annotate. 
These annotations (approx. 150-200 words each) will help you engage meaningfully with some of  each 
week’s texts, and also provide starting points for in-class discussion and activities. They are also designed to 
immerse you in the scholarship of  the field, strengthen your ability to summarize and speak back to ideas 
and, ultimately, practice skills needed for your scholarly inquiry project. You should aim to do the 
following in each annotation:

• Summarize: What are the main arguments of  the text? What is its purpose? What topics are 
covered? Basically, what is it about?

• Interpret: What are the meanings and values being expressed by this text? What ideologies or points 
of  view are in evidence? 
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• Evaluate: What is the overall quality of  this text? What is its value? How useful or successful is it?

• Reflect: What was your experience of  reading this text? How has it affected your thinking about the 
topic(s) covered in it? Where did you have difficulty with the text? 

When choosing texts to annotate, please do not select the primary chapters from Concepts in Composition. 
Each set of  annotations should be posted to our course iLearn site at least eight hours prior to the 
beginning of  that week’s first class meeting. Put both annotations into one post. 

Analysis of  Scholarly Article: For this assignment, due in the 6th week of  the semester, you will write a 4-5 
page paper analyzing the rhetorical “moves” made by a scholarly article in the field of  composition 
studies. First, you will need to find an article on a topic of  interest to you, read it, and then use the 
concepts from Swales, Greene, and Klein to analyze how the article is constructed. The purpose of  this 
assignment is for you to explore the inner workings of  a published scholarly article.

Scholarly Inquiry Project: For this project, you will do some independent research to expand on your 
understanding of  any of  the topics taken up by our course readings, and then you will write an essay 
(approx. 12-15 pages) in which you explore your chosen topic, discuss what scholars in the field have said 
about it, and then position yourself  in relation to the existing conversation. Your essay should make use of 
6-8 relevant sources. You may employ as many course texts as you like, but your essay must also 
incorporate at least 3 sources you have discovered independently. Please follow consistent and ethical 
citation practices, using either MLA or APA style. Along with your final essay, you will submit a reflective 
cover memo describing your work over the term and indicating what you have learned as a writer, 
researcher, student, and composition scholar.

:: Evaluation
.........................................................................................Weekly Reading Annotations 	 20%

..........................................................................................Analysis of  Scholarly Article	  20% 
................................................................................................Scholarly Inquiry Project	 50%

.................................................................................................................Participation 	  10%

Regular attendance is expected and required. Incomplete grades are strongly discouraged.

:: Online Resources
CompPile: an inventory database of  publications 
in post-secondary composition, rhetoric, technical 
writing, ESL, and discourse studies

http://comppile.org/

Rebecca Moore Howard’s “Bibliographies for 
Composition and Rhetoric”

http://wrt-howard.syr.edu/bibs.html

The Bedford Bibliography for Teachers of  Writing (6th 
ed., 2003)

http://www.bedfordstmartins.com/bb/

The Bedford Bibliography for Teachers of  Basic Writing http://www.bedfordstmartins.com/basicbib/

The following composition journals are available with full text through the SFSU library:

College Composition & Communication, College English, Composition Studies, Computers and Composition, 
Pedagogy, Research in the Teaching of  English,Written Communication
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:: Schedule

Week 1! Introducing Composition Studies ! ! ! ! ! ! 8/26
• John Swales's CARS Model of  Research Introductions (WaW 6-8)
• Greene, “Argument as Conversation” (WaW 9-19) 
• Kleine, “What Is It We Do” (WaW 23-32)

Week 2! Labor Day [No Class]

Week 3! What Is Writing?! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9/9
• Kinneavy, “The Basic Aims of  Discourse” (PDF)
• Murray, “All Writing Is Autobiography” (WaW 56-65)
• Kantz, “Helping Students Use Textual Sources Persuasively” (WaW 67-81)
• Porter, “Intertextuality and the Discourse Community” (WaW 86-96)
• Grant-Davie, “Rhetorical Situations and Their Constituents” (WaW 101-116)
• Haas and Flower, “Rhetorical Reading Strategies and the Construction of  Meaning” (WaW  

120-136)
• Tierney and Pearson, “Toward a Composing Model of  Reading” (WaW 174-187)

Week 4! Process! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9/16
• Clark, “Processes” (CiC 1-27)
• Murray, “Teach Writing as a Process Not Product” (CTCT 3-6) 
• Harris, “Composing Behaviors of  One- and Multi-Draft Writers” (CiC 30-42)
• Reiff, “Moving Writers, Shaping Motives, Motivating Critique and Change” (CiC 43-46)
• Perl, “The Composing Processes of  Unskilled College Writers” (WaW 191-211)
• Fulkerson, “Of  Pre- and Post-Process: Reviews and Ruminations” (PDF)

Week 5! Invention and Revision!! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9/23
• Clark, “Invention” (CiC 47-67)
• Berkenkotter, “Decisions and Revisions: The Planning Strategies of  a Publishing 

Writer” (WaW 216-228) 
• Murray, “Response of  a Laboratory Rat-or, Being Protocoled” (WaW 230-235)
• Rose, “Rigid Rules, Inflexible Plans, and the Stifling of  Language: A Cognitivist Analysis of 

Writer's Block” (WaW 236-248) 
• Bamberg, “Revision” (CiC 79-97)
• Sommers, “Revision Strategies of  Student Writers and Experienced Adult Writers” (CiC 

100-107) 
• Tomlinson, “Tuning, Tying, and Training Texts: Metaphors for Revision” (WaW 

251-265)

Week 6!  Audience and Genre! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 9/30
• Clark, “Audience” (CiC 109-126)
• Ede and Lunsford, “Audience Addressed/Audience Invoked” (PDF)
• Elbow, “Closing My Eyes as I Speak” (CiC 129-142)
• Clark, “Genre” (CiC 181-202)
• Bawarshi, “Sites of  Invention” (CiC 208-224)

Week 7! Literac(ies)!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10/7
• Brandt, “Sponsors of  Literacy” (WaW 331-348)
• Malcolm X, “Learning to Read” (WaW 353-360)
• Alexie, “The Joy of  Reading and Writing: Superman and Me” (WaW 362-365)
• Heath, “Protean Shapes in Literacy Events: Ever-Shifting Oral and Literate 

Traditions” (WaW 367-391)
• Gee, “Literacy, Discourse, and Linguistics: Introduction” (WaW 481-494)
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Week 8! Discourse Communit(ies)! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10/14
• Swales, “The Concept of  Discourse Community” (WaW 466-478)
• Johns, “Discourse Communities and Communities of  Practice: Membership, Conflict, and 

Diversity” (WaW 498-517)
• Wardle, “Identity, Authority, and Learning to Write in New Workplace” (WaW 520-533)
• Mirabelli, “Learning to Serve: The Language and Literacy of  Food Service 

Workers” (WaW 538-554) 
• Harris, “The Idea of  Community in the Study of  Writing” (WaW 581-591)

Week 9! Academic Discourse(s)! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10/21
• Penrose and Geisler, “Reading and Writing without Authority” (WaW 602-615)
• Casanave, “The Beginnings of  Change: Learning and Teaching Undergraduate Academic 

Literacy Games” (WaW 618-660) 
• McCarthy, “A Stranger in Strange Lands: A College Student Writing across the 

Curriculum” (WaW 667-695) 
• Hyland, “Disciplinary Discourses: Social Interactions in Academic Writing” (handout) 

(WaW 700-705)
• Downs and Wardle, “Teaching about Writing, Righting Misconceptions” (PDF)

Week 10 ! Assessment ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10/28
• Neff-Lippman, “Assessing Writing” (CiC 145-165)
• Daiker, “Learning to Praise” (CiC 168-173)
• Sommers, “Across the Drafts” (CiC 175-179)
• Elbow, “Ranking, Evaluating, Liking” (PDF)
• Yancey, “Looking Back as We Look Forward” (PDF)

Week 11! Grammar!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 11/4
• Williams, “Teaching Grammar in the Context of  Writing” (CiC 267-294)
• Hartwell, “Grammar, Grammars, and the Teaching of  Grammar” (PDF)
• Micciche, “Making a Case for Rhetorical Grammar” (PDF)
• Joseph M. Williams, “The Phenomenology of  Error” (WaW 37-51)
• John Dawkins, “Teaching Punctuation as a Rhetorical Tool” (WaW 139-153)

Week 12! Veteran’s Day [No Class]! ! ! ! ! ! ! 11/11

Week 13! Voice and Style / Language Diversity !! ! ! ! ! 11/18
• Bowden, “Voice and Style” (CiC 227-244)
• Elbow, “How to Get Power through Voice” (CiC 247-252)
• Pace, “Style and the Renaissance of  Composition Studies” (CiC 253-265)
• Bartholomae, “Inventing the University” (PDF)
• Royster, “When the First Voice You Hear Is Not Your Own” (PDF) 
• Edlund and Griswold, “Non-Native Speakers of  English” (CiC 317-336)
• Silva, Leki, and Carson, “Broadening the Perspective of  Mainstream Composition 

Studies” (CiC 339-354) 
• Klein, “Language and Diversity” (CiC 357-383)
• O'Neil, “Dealing with Bad Ideas” (CiC 391-398)
• Matsuda, “The Myth of  Linguistic Homogeneity in US College Composition” (CiC 

399-407) 

! [Thanksgiving Recess]
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Week 14! Writing and Technology ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 12/2
• Dànielle DeVoss et al., “The Future of  Literacy” (WaW 395-419)
• Baron, “From Pencils to Pixels: The Stages of  Literacy Technologies” (WaW 422-440)
• Keller, “Studies Explore Whether the Internet Makes Students Better Writers” (WaW 

595-600)
• Ohmann, “Literacy, Technology, and Monopoly Capital” (PDF)
• Wysocki and Johnson-Eilola, “Blinded by the Letter: Why Are We Using Literacy as a 

Metaphor for Everything Else” (PDF)

Week 15! Writing (and) New Media! ! ! ! ! ! ! 12/9
• Gerrard, “Writing in Multiple Media” (CiC 409-428)
• Yancey, “Made Not Only in Words: Composition in a New Key” (PDF) 
• George, “From Analysis to Design: Visual Communication in the Teaching of  

Writing” (PDF) 
• Sorapure, “Between Modes: Assessing Student New Media Compositions” (CiC 431-441) 
• Selfe and Selfe, “The Politics of  the Interface: Power and Its Exercise in Electronic Contact 

Zones” (PDF)

Week 16! Group Conferences! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 12/16
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